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The Open Knowledge Repository is The World 
Bank’s official open access repository for its 
research outputs and knowledge products. 
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A critical audience for the OKR is research groups 
in developing countries, where mobile access is 
significant. 
 
In Uganda, more than 95% of internet connections 
are mobile. 
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Simplify  
Flat, neutral design 
 Less image heavy 
Larger, higher resolution images for cover thumbnails 
 Draw focus to content 
Revise layout to give a natural hierarchy to 
content 
 Assists in the reordering of content sections in responsive 
UI 
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Responsive UI strategy 
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Collapse controls according to display size 
Main navigation 
 Browse by, etc. 
Facets 
Collection list 
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Recommendations 
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Functionality 
 Don’t dumb down functionality based on device type, as 
this will dictate the user’s behavior 
Navigation 
 Increase size of buttons and margins of links for mobile UI 
Simplify the interface 
 Maintains consistency and eases the user’s transition 
across different UI resolutions 
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Main navigation 
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Tablet 
 Portrait orientation 
 Navigation collapsed 
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Tablet 
 Portrait orientation 
 Navigation expanded 
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Tablet 
 Portrait orientation 
 Facets collapsed into 
“Refine” button 
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Collection list 
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 Includes collection 
descriptions 
 Alternate layout for phones 
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Item record 
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 Position bitstream 
download links to top left 
 “At a glance” metadata in 
left column 
 License information under 
title 
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Graph of mobile traffic % and PDF downloads 
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Include filetypes that are mobile friendly 
 XML, ePub 
Update statlets to be responsive  
 E.g. 3 months of data for phone, 12 months for tablet etc. 
Improve layout of user controls  
 Contextual layout is even more important for navigation 
on a phone 
 E.g. the control for filtering should be close to the search 
results  
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The development of the OKR interface is in 
partnership with @mire and based on Mirage 2. 
 
The source code for the beta is available at 
http://atmire.com/website/?q=download-mirage-2 
Thank you 
Tom Breineder 
tbreineder@worldbank.org 
 
